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Where Is This Badin Hall?

Brother Alan reports the following returns from the mite boxes during Lent:

Freshman Hall.............$42.94
Brownson..................35.10
Sophomore..................22.76
Howard....................12.87
Corby......................6.68
Walsh......................3.09
Carroll...................1.80
Badin......................58
$125.82

You Don't Think Much of Your Father?

The Novena for Fathers has proved quite popular. It is a bit distressing, however, to see so many bright young men around here who don't seem to think much of their fathers. -- The Spiritual Bouquet will be ready by Saturday, possibly tomorrow. Those who have failed to start may do so now, ending their Novena on Saturday, April 24.

"In Memory of Father."

These words should be inserted under the words, "Spiritual Bouquet" if God has taken your father. You can then send the card to your mother for her delight and consolati

Intentions for Prayers.

Fr. L. Sullivan, of Carroll Hall (recently off-campus), wired that his mother died yesterday morning. Tom Florouff, a graduate, lost his sister during the Holidays. Three special intentions, two deceased persons and two sick persons are recommended.

Don't Queer the Survey.

With 500 more students here than last year, we are 45 questionnaires short of last year's total. This is frightfully dumb. Someone asked the question recently whether Notre Dame was known for something besides football. The school is known internationally and in many languages -- for the Survey, which is now regarded as a classic. You can kill it if you fail to cooperate. If you answer only question 20 you may save some fellow's soul; your experience with temptation may be just what he needs to set him right. Don't queer the Survey. Get a blank from your rector right now; and if he has any, run over to Sorin Hall for a supply of blanks, and put your hall in the running.

Questions From the Questionnaire.

82. Is it a sin to continue courting a non-Catholic girl if she refuses to become a Catholic or to consent to a Catholic marriage?
Ans. It is a sin to endanger the faith -- your own or your children's. While the Church has absolutely nothing against any non-Catholic for his personal beliefs, the truth can be but one, and error has no objective right to coexistence with truth. Unborn children have a strict right to the truth. They receive most of their religious training from their mother.

83. Why can't the student Mass be a low one around ten o'clock?
Ans. And why can't breakfast be served in bed? Why get up at all? Notre Dame is not a home for convalescents.

84. Why do the sophomores of Carroll Hall act so sophisticated?
There is no room for answ